Research question
How does financial leverage affect the cross-section of equity returns?
Focus: Three anomalies

Whether they are due to
the financial leverage risk?

1 Size effect
(Size discount: Size smaller, return higher )
2 Book-to-market
(Higher BTM, higher return)
3 Volatility
(high volatility, low return, negative relation)

Leverage
Returns
affect

Literature review
Size discount (Banz (1981), Fama and French (1992))
Real options models (Berk, Green, and Naik (1999), Carlson, Fisher, and Giammarino (2004))
predict that the size effect remains in the cross-section of unlevered equity returns. The
robustness of the size effect, however, differs in these models.
Value premium (Rosenberg, Reid, and Lanstein (1985), Fama and French (1992))
Volatility puzzle (Ang et al. (2006))
Leverage induces multiplicative heteroskedasticity (Harvey (1976)) in the data
Structural credit risk model of Merton (1974) unlever return
Fama-MacBeth (1973) regressions
Bhandari (1988) finds a positive relation between leverage and average stock returns.
Fama and French (1992, p. 428) size and BTM subsume not only systematic market risk but
also leverage risk.

Main findings
Unlevered market return:
1 Market beta performs much better in explaining the cross-sectional variation of unlevered
returns compared with levered returns
2 Size discount weakens
3 Value premium disappears
4 volatility puzzle disappears

Structure
Section I: Asset pricing models for the cross-section of unlevered returns
Section II: Data
Section III: Empirical evidence on size, BTM, and asset beta using tests based on returns
scaled by leverage
Section IV: Empirical results for the cross-section of returns unlevered using the Merton
(1974) model.
Section V: Robustness analyses
Section VI: Relation between volatility and returns
Section VII: Concludes

Section I Theory
Asset returns (Unlevered) & Stock returns (Levered)
A = E + D Leverage = D/(D+E) or D/E
Linear asset pricing models (see Hansen and Renault (2010))
(equation 1)

μ𝐿𝐿 : equilibrium expected stock return
r is the instantaneous risk-free rate
βL is the systematic stock risk
λL is the risk premium on the levered equity E
βA systematic risk of the underlying asset value A
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Section I Hypothesis
Develop testable hypothesis from equation (2)
Equation (2)

Asset Market Beta : The price of systematic asset risk is positive, that is, λA > 0. r is the
instantaneous risk-free rate
Size : The price of size in the cross-section of unlevered equity returns is negative, that is, γ2A
< 0.
Book-to-Market : The price of BTM in the cross-section of unlevered equity returns is
nonnegative, that is, γ1A ≥ 0.
Volatility : Volatility in the cross-section of unlevered equity returns may not be priced, or may
be positively or negatively priced. The sign of γ3A in equation (2) is therefore ambiguous (i.e.,
γ3A <,>,=0).

Section II DATA
We denote the excess stock return (levered equity return) for firm i at time t by RE,i(t).
Face value of the firm’s debt using total liabilities. Quarterly data on the firm’s debt and
liabilities from Compustat. Sample period is from 1971 to 2012
Double-sorted Size and BTM 5: highest
First, ensure the consistence with existing literature (levered returns)

Section II DATA
Panel B complements the
results in Panel A

First, regardless of the other
regressors, the coefficient on
ln(E) is significantly negative,
confirming the size effect,
whereas the coefficient on
ln(BE/E) is significantly
positive, confirming the BTM
effect

Section II DATA
Whether the differences in leverage are related to the value premium or the size discount?

Stock returns and financial
leverage are positively related
(Bhandari (1988)), this
evidence provides support for
the hypothesis that the
positive BTM effect on stock
returns is due to an underlying
positive relation between BTM
and leverage.
In contrast, the relation
between size and leverage is
much less pronounced.

Section III Heteroskedasticity
In this section, we address the leverageinduced heteroskedasticity patterns in
stock returns by simply scaling stock
returns using leverage. “scaled returns”
entirely data-driven, based on the pattern
in Figure 1
We simply scale excess levered equity
returns RE,i(t) by 1 − Li(t − 1), where Li :
D/(D+E) D: Book value of tatal liabilities E:
market value of the equity; Li(t-1): Li at
time t-1

Section III Heteroskedasticity
The pattern of returns on unlevered equity as a function of BTM is markedly different from the pattern for
levered stock returns.
In contrast to the monotone
positive relation between stock
returns and BTM, relation
between unlevered equity returns
and BTM is complex and
nonmonotone.

Section III Heteroskedasticity
The size effect is
economically smaller and
statistically less significant
compared to the results for
levered returns. The BTM
effect is no longer statistically
significant

Section III Heteroskedasticity
Panel A presents the
results for stock returns.
The slope of the regression
line in Panel A is 0.05 with
a t-statistic of 0.80.
Panel B presents the
results when returns are
scaled using leverage
(R *(1-Li)). The slope of the
regression line in Panel B is
0.11 with a t-statistic of
3.95.
Unlevering the portfolio returns provides estimates of the price of market risk that
are economically and statistically more significant.

Section IV Parametric Model
Unlever stock returns using the Merton (1974) model, and present results for asset beta β A, BTM, and size (E) using the
unlevered returns.
To understand the nature of the leverage adjustment,
consider the relation between the instantaneous
expected excess return on levered equity μL − r and the
instantaneous expected excess return on unlevered
equity μA − r in the Merton (1974) model

rewritten as the weighted cost of capital
formula (ignore μD-r， basically R(1-L))

Section IV Parametric Model
Panel A, C use equation 4
Panel B, D use R(1-L)
ABCD

BTM insignificant, size: weaken

value premium is a reward for risk

Section IV Parametric Model
Leverage is often insignificantly estimated. Consistent with existing literature, including leverage has little effect on
the point estimates or on the statistical significance of market beta and the size and BTM characteristics.

Section V Robust
Implementing Merton (1974) model requires several assumptions
Method:
First, we consider different assumptions on debt maturity.
Second, we discuss results for different measures of the face value of the firm’s debt.
Third, we present results for the Leland and Toft (1996) model, which has a richer structure, to investigate whether
our results are due to the use of the Merton (1974) model.
Fourth, we use alternative weights.
Fifth, we report on the robustness of the effect of leverage over time.
Finally, we use guidance from the Merton (1974) model to scale returns in a more sophisticated way.

Section V Robust
A. Measuring Debt Maturity
Stohs and Mauer (1996), 3.38 years, oneyear, five-year maturity or 4.75
Finding: relatively small effect on BTM, Size
B. Face value of debt
Total liabilities vs Total debt
Finding: total debt BTM slightly higher, still
small
C. The Leland-Toft (1996) Model
(considers financial distress)
Finding: similar results

Section V Robust
D. Levered and Unlevered Equity Weights
(stock market weights or unlevered equity）
Finding: effect is minor
E. Cumulative Returns
Finding: The figure indicates that the absence of a BTM effect
in unlevered equity returns is not due to a small part of the
sample period, but there is substantial variation in the longshort return on unlevered equity.

Section V Robust
F. Scaling Stock Returns by Leverage

Finding:
Highly robust
When using scaled returns to remove
the effects of leverage, the size effect
remains but weakens economically
and statistically, the BTM anomaly
disappears, and market beta plays a
more prominent role in explaining
the cross-section of returns.

Section VI Volatility
Volatility : Asset volatility (UEV), Stock volatility (EV)
Asset volatility is computed as levered equity volatility times (1 − Li(t − 1))

UEV is on average
17.3% lower than
stock volatility

Relation between
volatility and return :
Negative

Section VI Volatility
Reject
negative relation
between unlevered
equity returns and
unlevered volatility

In Panel E, the unlevered equity return increases monotonically with UEV for the
first four quintiles but strongly declines from the fourth to the fifth quintile.
Panel F reports a positive but statistically insignificant loading on volatility.

Conclusion
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